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Abstract 
The main objective of this paper is to appraise the critical role of female 

officers rank and file and women in the Armed Forces of Nigeria, 

comprising the Nigerian Army, the Nigerian Navy, and the Nigerian Air 

Force from 1966 to 2018. Using both primary and secondary evidence of 

data analysis, the study revealed that there are incontrovertible evidence 

of the huge influence of Nigerian women officers rank and file in the 

Armed Forces. Unarguably, the patriotic and pivotal efforts of Nigerian 

women and female corps are not sufficiently documented particularly in 

the academic domain. This paper noted that the exclusion of the rare 

achievements of the brave, selfless and disciplined female corps formation 

and establishments had tended to dampen their morale and eventually 

created huge vacuum in Nigeria’s military history. The paper concluded 

that although the Military Institution had tried to entrench gender 

equality, more proactive steps and result-oriented measures in order to 

effectively eradicate sex-based promotions, exclusion, marginalization 

and discrimination against women officers. The paper, among other 

things, recommended that the Government and military should 

aggressively pursue the global policy of equality for all officers in spite of 

sex, religion and ethnicity, enforce the mainstreaming and inclusion of 

women in all the establishments of the military and act according to the 

internationally accepted professional ethics of the military institution. 
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Introduction  

The modern Nigerian Military did not metamorphose from the indigenous 

armies or any other security outfits initiated by their forebears to maintain 

peace, and security in their various independent empires, chiefdoms, 

kingdoms and polities. The present military institution was a colonial 

heritage which the independent Nigeria inherited from the British 

conquerors. What was added is the Nigerian Air Force by an Act of 

Parliament on 10th April, 1964 because “the establishment of the defence 

force by land and water in modern day concept of what constitutes armed 

forces is incomplete” (Alfa, 1989, p. 171). Upon the attainment of the 

Republican Status in 1963, the Nigerian Armed Forces, comprising the 

Nigerian Army, the Nigerian Navy and the Nigerian Air Force, was 

modified and redesigned to capture its new character of independence, and 

sovereignty the country really deserves (Bali, 1989; Gbor, 2004; Ukpabi, 

2004). 

 

The Armed Forces since then has creditably and professionally discharged 

its legal and constitutional duties. These can find expressions in the 

adequate maintenance and protection of internal security and the 

successful defence of the country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity 

from potential and real external aggressions. For instance, the Nigerian 

Military auspiciously quelled various public disturbances including the 

Nigerian Civil War (1967-1970). On the external front, the Military 

satisfactorily warded off unconscionable occupation of the South East and 

North East parts of Nigeria by the Cameroonian forces and the Chadian 

troops respectively (Gbor, 2004). 

  

Aside from the above pivotal contributions, the noble and professional 

institution is  encumbered by several proven cases of unprofessional ethics. 

Military historians, researchers and analysts reveal that the traditional esprit 

de corps and discipline which the military was reputably known for during 

colonial times had been thrown to the wind. Negative vices such as 
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godfatherism, clientelism, ethnicity, politicization of the military, 

sectionalism, disloyalty, insubordination, erosion of moral integrity, to 

mention but a few now heavily plagued the Armed Forces. Sadly, all these 

vices culminated into several coups, including the successful coups, 

counter-coups and abortive, as well as several instances of 

maladministration and retrogressive development in the country. 

  

The worst hit are the women and female officers in the Armed Forces. They 

are deeply discriminated against to an extent that only keen watchers will 

realize that women formed a formidable nucleus of the Military. The 

institution, for long, has been a largely male dominated one. Clearly, there 

is huge gender inequality. In fact, almost all the achievements recorded by 

the military are attributed to the men and officers of the Armed Forces. As 

a result, the remarkable breakthroughs, historic exploits and patriotic 

contributions made by the female officers are not given much coverage, 

particularly in the academic domain. This leaves the impression that 

women are passive officers whose contributions are not worthy of 

documentation. What is more, the exclusion of the rare achievements of the 

brave, selfless and gallant female officers and women working for the 

interest of the military profession has created a large vacuum in Nigeria’s 

contemporary literature. This point is strengthened by Awe (2003, pp. 3-4) 

when she writes that: 

 

In most societies, women constitute about 50% of the 

population. An account that ignores their contribution to 

development cannot be valid or reliable. Indeed, the record of 

the achievements and contribution of the 50% that is ignored, 

if included, might affect the interpretation and provide a new 

perspective to the particular issue being discussed. Indeed, 

the absence of the account of women’s contribution leaves out 

a whole sector of reality. The history of men is not necessarily 

the history of women… but the tradition of historical writing 
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in Nigeria, to a very large extent, has been that of making 

women invisible… African historians have perpetuated the 

masculine centred view of history and assumed that the male 

experience is the norm of all human beings. 

 

For this reasons and many others, the present study attempts to investigate 

the critical contributions of female officers, both the rank and file of the 

Nigerian military and women. It is hoped that the findings would inspire 

both the female and male corps to do more for the overall development of 

their fatherland and present a balanced view of the military history. This 

work is structured into the following sections for effective foraging: 

Introduction which is ongoing, background to the study, Exploits of 

Women in the Military, conclusion which will also proffer strategies that 

would better the lot of women in the military and in turn enhance the 

prospect and sophistication of the Armed Forces at large. 

 

Women Involvement in Nigeria Military 

The British Officers were not disposed to enlist women into the military 

establishments. The Nigerian military found female services indispensable 

in order to enhance the efficiency, promptness and dedication of the male-

dominated Nigerian Armed Forces. In the early 1960s, a harmful of women 

were considered eligible to join the service mainly to render auxiliary 

services to the combat corps. The doors of the medical corps were opened 

to professional female nurses and civilians in the military forces. A pointer 

to this assertion is Josephine Okwuekeleke Tolefe, a trained nurse who was 

granted Short Service Commission on 7th February 1961 in the rank of 

Second Lieutenant. In the history of women in the military, Tolefe emerged 

as the first female commissioned Officer in the Nigerian Army and the first 

to be enlisted into the Nigerian Army Medical Crops. She became a captain 

on 1st June 1963 (Austin Ogwuda available at http//www.vanguardngr.com 

retrieved on 19/8/2018). On the other hand, the “first Nigerian Male Army 

Officer, Lt. L. V. Ugboma, was commissioned in 1948” (Gbor, 2004, p. 158). 
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Female recruitments into the Nigerian Navy commenced in the post-

colonial period. They, especially nurses, were for the first time in 1967 

recruited into the Nvala force, increasing the total strength of the Navy 

from 500 men, as the prided themselves, in 1967 it increased to 5000 men 

(Gbor, 2004). Comparatively, their male counterparts had earlier gained 

promotion in year 1964. In that year, Vice Admiral Wey was appointed as 

the first Nigerian Chief of Naval staff. The imminent internal insecurity 

which culminated into the civil strife encouraged the secondment of 

women from the Nigerian Army and teaching hospitals across the country 

to the Navy. The prevailing tensed atmosphere made them to be trained 

and re-trained during and after the war prosecuted to re-unite Nigeria and 

defend the indivisiveness of the country. The incisive articulation of Gabriel 

(1992, pp. 6-7) is instructive: 

 

In the Navy their recruitment started with the second merit of 

Captain M.K. Kentebe Kentebe (Rtd) from the army in 1967 as 

a nursing officer-in-charge of the NNS Beecraft (now 

Olokun). Later in the same ear, three other civilian females 

were seconded from the Lagos University Teaching Hospital 

(LUTH) to the Navy. They were converted to Senior Naval 

ratings. In the rank of Petty Officer in 1970 and they rose to 

officer cadre before retirement. In the years after the Nigerian 

Civil War, there was the dire need of female manpower in the 

medical unit, and a special recruitment and commissioning 

exercise of about 32 female officers and senior ratings from 

different parts of the country was carried out. From 1978 there 

was a regular intake of 62 female officers and senior ratings 

in every two to three years. In 1984, the then chief of Naval 

Medical Services, Commander Mobolaji Sojirin proposed the 

recruitment of females as junior ratings in the medical 

department to replace the civilian nursing. 
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The Nigerian Air Force, which was not a British colonial heritage, admitted 

the first batch of its female officers into its force in 1964 when it was 

formally established. The women who belonged mainly to the nursing 

profession were to provide close and effective logistic support for the hitch-

free of Air Force operations. Earlier in 1962, the Air Force recruited the first 

set of male officer cadets and sent to Ethiopia for training. These officer 

cadets received training at Bishoftu and Debra Zeit Air Force centres. The 

second sets of Nigerian Air Force Officer Cadets obtained their professional 

training at Canada and India in 1963 as Pilot-Cadets while most of them 

were trained at home by the German Air Force (GAF) contracted to train 

the Nigerian Air Force (NAF) personnel (Alfa, 1989, Gbor, 2004). No 

woman was recruited into the force before 1964 due to the unawareness of 

the existence of the newly established indigenous force, resulting in little or 

no interest to become pilots. Alfa (1989, p. 172) explains: 

 

The establishment of qualified personnel posed a stiff 

problem as the Nigerian populace were totally ignorant of 

this arm of the services. The name Air Force meant little or 

nothing to most of the Nigerian youths needed by the young 

Air Force. At this period in time, the employment market for 

school leavers was very viable as various types of job 

opportunities were readily available… The mass media, 

which would have helped to enlighten Nigerians on the 

projects in the Air Force, were also in their infancy and were 

equally elitist in nature. Radio coverage was limited to a few 

while rediffusion boxes were redistricted to urban areas. The 

newspapers were also few and readership to the urban 

populace. 

 

It is possible that women were enlisted into the force three years after its 

establishment when sufficient information, sensitization and awareness 

have been created at the grass root level. From then, women largely made 
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up of nurses and caterers have formed part of the NAF annual recruitment 

exercises. Pointedly, the female ratio as a relatively small proportion to that 

of their male counterparts. Gabriel (1992, p. 2) estimates that “out of the 

sixteen thousand members of the Nigerian Air Force, only two percent were 

women, mainly nurses and caterers”. The combatant corps was exclusively 

reserved for men. Evidence points to the obvious fact the combatant unit 

admitted women only recently. In 2017, the NAF welcomed historic female 

combatant Pilots: Flying Officers O.S. Ijelu and G.C. Nwaogwgwu into its 

fold. 

  

They were winged because of their qualification as pilot of fixed wing 

aircrafts from their one year flying training course at Westline Aviation, 

South Africa. According to the Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), Air Marshal 

Sadique Abubakar, that was the first time in the history of NAF that female 

Regular combatant officers would be decorated with wings as qualified 

pilots. (Africa news https//africannews.com.nghttps://, retrieved on 

(19/8/2018). Upon the completion of their training in and outside Nigeria, it 

is hoped that more female officers will qualify for the awards of NAF wings. 

 

A more significant point to note about women in the military is that their 

non-inclusion in the Regular Combatant Commission is responsible for the 

bulk of women serving in the professional cadres such as the medical, legal, 

education, and other corps. Women essentially play supportive roles to the 

infantry. Also, this restriction debars them from occupying the top echelons 

of the military and as such they cannot formulate policies or decisions for 

the military. Their enlistment into the Regular Combatant Commission 

would provide veritable opportunity for the women to aspire and attain the 

highest rank like the regular combatant officers. Such coveted and exalted 

higher rank in the military include Four-star General (i.e. Service Chief like 

Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), Chief of Army Staff (CAS) Chief of Air Staff 

(CAS_ during the Military administration), and Two Star General (Ranks of 

Major-General). 
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Women in the military are often afforded preferential treatment during 

recruitments into the Military Police and Intelligence Units of the Armed 

Forces. They are enlisted through the Short Service Combatant 

Commission, Direct Short Service Commission and Executive Commission. 

The point is that since these recruitments are based on contract ranging 

from six months to one year military training in the Nigerian Defence 

Academy, their service terminates at the end of the years of the contract. 

Their service years are abruptly cut short, making them unable to attain the 

highest rank in the military like their male officers. 

 

Exploits Of women In the Nigerian Military 

Aside from the anomaly of gender inequality or gender politics existing in 

the military profession, the female officers and the rank and file had made 

memorable marks on the sand of times through selfless services, hard work, 

dedication and resilience. Over the year, the have contributed hugely to 

national development project and became veritable drivers of adequate 

peace and security in the country and beyond. For convenient and clarity 

purposes, the contribution of female officers and the rank and file will be 

investigated under the following: 

 

A. Defence Of The Country 

A major contribution of female officers and women is glaringly evident in 

the discharge of the constitutional and legal task of the military. It is her 

sole duty to defend and preserve the corporate structure of the country 

from disintegrating and to protect the territorial integrity of the nation-state 

from potential external threats. It is obvious that the Nigerian Military has 

shown determination, diligence and bravery in the performance of their 

duties as regards the defence of Nigerian from external aggression and 

internal disintegration”. (Nwolise, 2004, p. 263). However, in carrying out 

these national responsibilities, the female officers and women have 

contributed a great deal to the success story of the military. 
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The insignificant number of female officers who served and are serving in 

the Combatant Unit of the army stayed at the rear while the male soldiers 

mounted the battle fronts. The female officers performed the duty of 

providing support to their male counterparts. Likewise, women and 

officers who served in the support units such as corps of Supply and 

Transport, the Signals, Intelligence, Works and others  and steadily 

provided logistics and intelligence information to the military especially 

during wars. Due to their feminine features, women are believed to be 

superb gatherers of secrets and classified information from enemy camps. 

They also spied out the strength and weaknesses and the numerical 

strength of their enemy troops (oral interview with Captain James Nbornue 

on 30th August, 2018). Those who served in the Medieval Services and 

Transport Department meandered over long distances in thick, windy and 

difficult terrain and toiled incessantly under heavy fire to keep the troops 

in the field battle-ready with adequate and necessary foods, ammunitions 

and medical care to wounded soldiers and others trapped in the jungle. The 

brave and courageous women prepared meals for male soldiers. The Signal 

Female Corps received and promptly dispatched mails and received signals 

to improve the alertness of the combatant soldiers. (Personal 

Communication with Major Nwachukwu Obi and Cordelia Muelee on 1st 

September, 2018). The female soldiers and women civilian in the Supports 

Units have not been found wanting in discipline, devotion and resilience to 

their superior officers or hazardous duties assigned to them. 

 

Indeed, they executed them with all sense of unfailing cheerfulness, 

profound courage and utmost dedication. The support services majorly 

provided by the female officers and women civilian have not only boosted 

the morale of the infantry of the military but also enabled them to be 

operationally and professionally competent. All these support services as 

Bali (1989, p. 168) concurs “are sine qua non to the effectiveness of the major 

or teeth-arms of the army”. Strictly speaking, with the assistance of the 

female officers and women, the Nigerian Military successfully quelled 
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several ethno-political cum religious riots that spread through the major 

parts and cities of Nigeria, the suppression of the 30-months Nigerian Civil 

War (1967-1970) and the stiff resistance to external aggression and 

occupation of Nigerian territories. 

 

B. Contributions to World Peace 

Another area that witnessed the most important contribution of the 

Nigerian female officers and women was in the international pedestal. 

Crucially, they have contributed significantly to world peace through the 

active participation and involvement in several peacekeeping operations in 

different theatres of conflict in the world at large since 1960. Upon 

becoming a sovereign country, Nigeria adopted a more robust and dynamic 

foreign policy in the international arena. She was determined to completely 

eradicate colonial and racial segregation from other African countries, 

especially Angola, Mozambique, Namibia and South Africa. For this reason 

and many others, Nigeria vigorously took part in international 

commitments such as Peace-keeping operations and training under the 

auspices of the United Nations Organisation, (UNO), the Organisation of 

African Unity (OAU) now Africa Union (AU) and the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS). According to the UN 

Department of Peace-keeping Operation (DPKO) “Nigeria is the world’s 

14th largest troops contributing nation to United Nations Peace-keeping 

Operations… Nigeria ranks eight in Africa, contributing a total of 2,170 

Peace-keeping personnel in 2016. It shows that in that year, Nigeria 

provided 403 Police men, 46 military experts, and 1,721 troops, out of which 

232 were females… Nigeria has also made commendable efforts to include 

female peace keepers in their ranks” (emphasis added). Nwolise (2004, p. 

211) indicates that Nigeria through her Armed Forces, and the Police and 

relevant civilian groups have been involved in keeping the peace in 21 

countries or theatres of conflict. 
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See table 1 for more details 

 

It is, therefore, quite instructive to note that in all these international 

engagements Nigerian female peace keepers have worked assiduously and 

tirelessly by devoting their time, energy, and intellectual ability at the 

expenses of their comfort and life to peace-keeping, peace-making and 

peace-building across the globe (Nwolise, 2004). It is also important to add 

that more than 1,500 women (in the Military, Police and Non-governmental 

Organizations (NGOS) that took part in the ECOWAS Monitoring Group in 

Liberia were involved in various major construction works, mine cleaning, 

water purification, road improvement and the lifting of men and women as 

well as materials by the air and sea. 

 
No Country/

Area 

Organization/ 

Operation Code 

Manpower Year/Period Force Type 

      

1. Congo UN ONUC One battalion 1960-1964 Army and Police 

2. Indo-

Pakistan 

UN UNIPOM Few observers 1965-1965 Army 

3. New 

Guinea 

UN UNSF Few observers  1962-1963 Army and Police 

4. Lebanon UN UNIFIL One & Battalion staff 1978-1983 Army 

5. Iraq-Iraq UN UNIMOG Few observers 1988-1991 Army, Navy, Air 

Force 

6.  Iraq-

Kuwait 

UNI UNICOM Few observers 1991-date Army, Navy, Air 

Force 

7. Angola UN UNAVEM I Few observers 1991 Army, Navy, Air 

Force and the 

Police 

8. Angola UN UNAVEM II Few observers 1991-1992 Army 

9. Angola UN UNAVEM III A detachment 1992-1995 Army 

10. Namibia UN UNTAG Few observers 1989-1990 Police 

11. Western 

Sahara  

UN MINURSO Few observers 1991-Date Army and Police 

12. Cambodia UN UNTAG Few observers  1992-1993 Police 

13. Somalia UN UNOSOM One Battalion  1992 Army, Navy, Air 

Force and Police 
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14. Yugoslavi

a 

UN UNPROFOR  One Battalion  1992 Army, Navy, Air 

Force and Police 

15. Mozambiq

ue  

UN UNOMOZ Few observers  1992 Police 

16. Rwanda UN UNAMIR One Battalion  1994-Date Army, Navy, Air 

Force and Police 

17. Cuzou 

Strip  

UN UNASOG Few observers 1994 Army 

18. Israel  UN UNTSO Few observers  1995 Army 

19. Chad Bilateral 

Harmony I 

One Battalion  1979 Army 

20. Chad  OAU Harmony II One Brigade  1981-1982 Army and Air 

Force 

21. Rwanda OAU Few observers 1994  

22. Tanzania Bilateral One Battalion  1964 Army 

23. Liberia ECOWAS 

ECOMOG 

One Division  1990-Date Army, Navy Air 

Force and Police 

24. Sierra 

Leone 

Bilateral NATAG Training Team  1994-Date Army 

25. The 

Gambia  

Bilateral NATAG  Training Team 1993 Army and Police 

26. Sierra 

Leone 

ECOWAS 

ECOMOG 

Several  1998-Date Army, Navy Air 

Force 

Table 1.1: Areas of Peace-keeping by Nigeria Troops 

Source: Gbor, 2004 p. 211 

 

They have done creditably and outstandingly well to restore peace and 

security in war-torn countries to the extent of attracting awards and laurels. 

In 2012 among the more than 15,000 Nigeria Veteran and valiant peace-

keepers awarded UN Letters of Commendation and Medals for exceptional 

performances in the UN Mission in Liberia (UNIN), 92 were women 

(DPKO, available at http//www.dailytrust.com.ng retrieved on 19/8/2018). 

Recently, a Nigeria Peace-keeper, Cdr. Olusunmilayo Amodu, serving with 

the Un Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) was awarded with Medal 

for her outstanding and excellent service. She was decorated with the medal 

by the United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres in a ceremony 
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to honour the service and sacrifice of Peace-keepers around the world 

(Joshua Onenigbehin available at http//www.naijanews.com). 

 

Female Officers in the Nigerian troops and women have helped to promote 

the image of Nigeria as “the most experience, most mature, most willing 

and most active peace-keeping nation in Africa today and one of the best 

peace-keeping nations in the world” (Nwolise, 2004, p. 217). This calls for 

more involvement of women in Peace-keeping, peace-enforcement, Peace-

building and Peace-education across the world  

 

C. Maintenance of the Values, Virtues and Ethnics of the Military 

Profession 

Female Officers most also be commended for maintaining the essential 

virtues, norms and ethics of the military profession which were inherited 

from the British. The Armed Forces was established as a political institution 

to depend the core values and the highest national values. Gbor (2004, p. 

284) informs that the military was “encouraged not to discuss three things: 

politics, religion and women, to keep out clearages, and promote peace, 

social harmony and esprit de corps in the military”. There was high sense of 

duty, discipline, morality and sound judgment among the officers and men 

of the military cardinal norms of patriotism, dignity, honour responsibility, 

accountability, bravery, obedience among others. All these military 

professional and essential ethics were eroded from the force with the 

involvement of the military in politics through the coup and counter-coup 

of 1966. From then, the military did not longer observe the military tenets 

of political neutrality so as to be truly professional. Its involvement in 

politics did not only dent her good image and reputation but also make her 

to become and remains a big pawn in the ethnic, religious and regional 

politics in the country. Commenting on the rapid erosion of the cardinal 

virtues which were the sine qua non to the military profession, Gbor (2004, 

p. 260) declares: 
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The immediate effect of the action of the two young officers 

was to violate the values and the ethics of the military 

profession, which in turn created doubts and loss of trust in 

the minds of many of their clients, the Nigerian society. The 

officers had betrayed the professional neutrality of the 

military and rendered themselves as insubordinate and 

disloyal to constituted civil authority. By turning the barrel of 

the gun, meant for the defence of the civil population against 

external aggressors, on their fellow citizens in cold blood, the 

officers betrayed their sworn responsibility to protect lives 

and property of Nigerians. 

 

Records are indeed replete with the existence of non-professional ethics and 

norms such as discrimination, sectionalism, clientism, godfatherism, 

insubordination, corruption, lack of accountability and other negative vices 

in the military. 

 

The female officers seem to be the only pried of the Nigerian military and 

the last reservoir of virtues for the military profession. In the history of the 

military coups, counter coups and failed coups, the female officers have 

maintained neutrality. None of them have been tried and executed for the 

role they played in any abortive coups in Nigeria. A study carried out by 

Akinnola (2000) revealed the preponderant of Male officers as the culprits. 

They were the executors of successful coups, and non-successful ones that 

were publicly executed. Also, during the era of military administration, 

female officers were not considered worth to occupy juicy positions, 

postings and selection for higher duties because they could not lobby. 

Female officers who, in the description of Gbor (2004, p. 299), “did not know 

how to ask or those who did have an influential superior officers (a 

godfather) to help them to the juicy positions, were almost permanently 

assigned as instructors from one training school to another where they 

suffered in silence”. Retired female officers did not make the list of 29 
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military officers (as at 1995) who retired from the Barrack into the Banking 

Hall. They suddenly became executive Chairman, Vice-Chairman and 

Board members of the various commercial and development banks 

established by them, clients or colleagues (Akinnola, 2000). 

 

The truth is that the female officers, who over the years, have demonstrated 

unflinching and unreserved loyalty to the values, virtues, norms and ethos 

of the military profession remained the most disciplined and dependable 

corps. 

 

The result is the restoration of the military’s lost honour, dignity, respect 

and esprit de corps. In fact, the female military officers who stayed glued and 

vehemently focused on the goals, and aspirations and traditions of the 

military profession and never pursued wealth acquiring ventures, to a large 

extern, richly deserve the noble title of gentlemen officer. As Wakin (1979, p. 

5) warns: our expectations are specific: military knowledge and competence 

are not enough; we insist that they be conjoined with courage, loyalty, 

obedience, subordination of the self to the greater whole, and most 

importantly, with moral integrity”. Moreso, high professionalism and high 

standard of discipline is necessary in the military given that “the only thing 

that distinguishes a force from a mob is discipline. If you take discipline 

away from a uniformed force, it becomes more than a mob because it has a 

weapon” (Obasanjo, 2001, p. 5) 

 

D. Academic Excellence and Training 

Prior to the establishment of indigenous Armed Forces training institutions 

in Nigeria, the Nigerian military were offered vacancies in the war colleges 

of friendly countries like the United States, the United Kingdom, India, 

Canada, Ethiopia, Pakistan and Australia for command and staff duties. To 

produce more man power needs for the Armed Forces of the newly 

Independent Nigeria Training Institutions were built. The first of those was 

the Nigerian Defence Academy (NDA) established in Kaduna in 1964. It 
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was upgraded into a degree awarding institution in 1985. Others were the 

Command and Staff College (CSC) which was established in Jaji, Kaduna 

on 26th May, 1996. The name was changed to Armed Forces Command and 

Staff College (AFSCS) in 2003 and National War College (NWC) which was 

established in Lagos on 16th June 1992. It was relocated to Abuja in August 

1995. 

 

Regrettably and ironically, too, these institutions closed their doors against 

female officers, making them male dominate military institutions not until 

2010. This followed the conviction of the Goodluck Jonathan led 

government to push for gender equality in the military and give all citizens 

equal opportunity. The President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed 

Forces directed the immediate establishment and training of Female 

Regular Combatant Commission officers into the Nigeria Armed Forces. 

Thus in 2011, a set of twenty females popularly known as “Jonathan Queen” 

were for the first time in the military history admitted into the course in the 

NDA, Nigeria’s Premier Military Officers training institution. To the credit 

of “Jonathan Queens” in particular and women folk in general, and 

contrary to the expectations of their critics, three female cadets without 

assistants or preferential treatment performed excellently well and clinched 

awards. It was reported that “a female Cadet, C. Lord Mallan, won the 

Navy Gold award which is the highest in the Navy category. The Army 

Sliver Award, which is the second highest in the army, went to a female 

cadet, K.O. Dayo-Karim. The Air Force Silver Award was also won by a 

female Cadet, O.S. Ijelu” (The punch available at http//www.punchnig.or. 

retrieved on 19/8/2018)  

 

While commending the noble exploits and academic excellence of the 

female cadets, a serving General discloses that: 

 

Many of the female cadets were outperforming their male 

colleagues… their achievements were being suppressed by 
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the military hierarchy… The women were trained just like the 

men were trained. They were not given any preferential 

treatments two of these female cadets beat their male 

counterparts to win placement at the Unite States Military 

Academy in West Point and they are doing well (quoted in 

The Punch available at http//www. Punch.Nig.org retrieved on 

19/8/2018). 

 

Recently, Ms O.S. Ijule and G.C. Nwagwugwu distinguished themselves as 

flying officers after the completion their flying training course. They 

qualified as pilots on fixed wing aircrafts. Sequel to this great academic 

achievement, they were subsequently winged as female combatant officers. 

According to the chief on the Air Staff (CAS) Air Marshal Sadique 

Abubakar this “was the first time in the history of the NAF that female 

Regular Combatant officer would be decorated with wings as qualified 

pilots (Premium Times available at http//www.premiumtime.com retrieved 

on 19/8/2018). 

 

Additionally, Blessing Liman had been decorated as the first female pilot in 

the Nigerian Air Force to join ‘men of wings’ and the first female military 

pilot in west Africa (premium times available at 

http//www.premiumtimes.com retrieved on 19/8/2018). 

 

The great feat achieved by commodores Jamila Malofa of the Nigerian 

Navy commendably formed a significant part of the success story of the 

Nigerian Navy. She worked assiduously and became the first women from 

the Northern extraction to rise to a highly exalted rank of a commodore. A 

commodore is a commissioned Naval officer who is higher than a captain 

and beneath the rank of a rear admiral which is the lowest grade of admiral. 

The post is equivalent to the rank of a Brigadier General in the army. Molafa 

who joined the Navy in 1988 and rose to the rank of a commodore has 

proven the potentials and capabilities of women to be equalled to their men 
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counterparts. It was very rare for women to climb to such exalted position 

during their service to the Navy and Nigeria. 

 

All these fascinating achievements and historic exploits attained by female 

officers are striking pointers to the fact that if women are given the same 

level playing ground like the male counterparts, they will certainly proved 

their meddle and even over shine them. On the other hand, these extra-

ordinary feats should not only serve as sources of pride but also inspiration 

to the female officers. 

 

Ceremonial Parades, March Pasts and Others 

At independence, the Nigerian military was mandated to perform both 

constitutional and ceremonial responsibilities to actually reflect the 

sovereignty of the country. Luckham (1995, p. 88) speaks of the ceremonial 

duties of the army during the civilian regime in this manner: 

 

This image was carried over into the early independence 

period: the army was there to provide support for the 

fledgling state, to help maintain law and order and provide 

the ritual marks of sovereignty with military parades, March 

pasts and guards of honour that gladden a politician’s heart. 

 

The Army and indeed the military have continued to admirably perform 

this role since the attainment of Nigeria’s independence. The contribution 

of female officers only became noticeable and more prominent from the 

mid-1960s when women were enlisted into the Armed Forces. Just like their 

male counterparts, the female officers took active part in ceremonial 

parades to boost the morale of officers, enhance the feeling of esprit de corps 

in the force and rejuvenate the honour, pride and dignity of the military as 

well as show case their loyalty to the nation-state. Accordingly, they were 

involved in independence/anniversary parade on 1st October to 

commemorate Nigeria’s independence from the group of the British, 
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passing out parade organized during the end of military training, wedding 

ceremonies, pulling out parade, burial/funeral parade, handing and take 

over parade. 

 

However, it is crucial to state that during training exercise, most female 

officers with good voices and command abilities excelled their male 

counterparts and became commanders. Suffice here to provide the classic 

example of a distinguished and renowned Woman Commander, Squadron 

Leader Rahinatu Garba whose reputation cut across her immediate Nigeria 

Air Force (NAF) environment to the entire Nigerian Armed Forces. A more 

graphic account of the scintillating and beautiful performance of 

Commander Rahinatu in Ceremonial parade is the one given by TMV 

Nigerian Voice (20th June 2011 available at http//www.tmvnigerianvoice.com 

retrieved on 19/8/2018). According to the magazine: 

 

During the parade at the last presidential inauguration in 

Abuja, one lady in the Nigerian Air Force (NAF) uniform 

caught attention. Squadron Leader Rahinatu Garba was the 

commander of the NAF Guards at the parade. The only 

women ever to play that role, not in her service, but also in 

the Nigerian Armed Forces…. During the 50th Independence 

anniversary at the same Eagle Square in October (2011), the 

squadron leader was also in her elements as she took the 

stage, Marshalling orders to the admiration of all with over 20 

years’ experience in the military, Garba is making waves. The 

dexterity she displays as a parade commander is only 

matched by a naturally authoritativeness that is amplified by 

Rahinatu’s intimidating height. She is a six footer accentuated 

by a strong infantry voice, sharp flexes and neatness…. In her 

spare time, Rahinatu would go practicing all on her own, 

commanding trees which she saw as soldiers and shouting on 

top of her voices, dishing out words to command. 
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Consequently, 

 

Her secret practice and that of her instructors paid off as she 

ended up winning two awards as the best recruit intake and 

the best recruit in shooting during one of the obstacles 

competitions in which she was the second in command of the 

Charlie Company during an inter-company competition. 

Rahinatu was also the second in command during their 

Passing out Parade (POP) to mark the end of their training of 

the 23 intake of 1986. 

 

Conclusion 

This work has attempted an appraisal of the contribution of Female officers 

and women in Nigeria’s Military history since the attainment of 

independence in 1966 to 2018. The paper notes that female officers and 

woman have made landmark achievements straddling the defence of the 

country and suppression of internal insecurity, international peace-keeping 

operations, maintenance of the ethics of the military professions, 

achievement of academic excellence and excellent performance during 

ceremonial parades, March pasts and orders. Indeed, they have made 

history in the Nigerian Military and formed a significant part of its success 

story.  

 

This paper sadly observed that despite the above remarkable feats made to 

the advancement of the Nigerian Armed Forces and the country, the critical 

role fo Female Officers and woman are largely relegated to the background. 

Their contributions are not well documented as the historiography of the 

military is a male dominated discipline. They are highly and deeply 

discriminated against due to their sex. Gender equality has be fragrantly 

and violently abused by the top military hierarchy. Women in the military 

are still mirthlessly marginalized by men’s highly insensitive and 

discriminatory policies of recruitment, training and deployment. Thus they 
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are negligible and insignificant percentage in most crucial units or 

departments of the military and have never ascended to the top echelons of 

the military simply because they are women. 

 

Recommendations 

In the light of the foregoing, this work suggests the following measures to 

reposition the Nigerian Military in this 21st century on the path of the global 

best practices: 

 

1. The Government of Nigeria should aggressively pursue the policy 

of equal opportunity, rights and obligations to all its citizens despite 

religion, sex and ethnic group. It is believed that the policy of equal 

right will enable female officers to render more patriotic services to 

the country. 

2. The Nigerian Military, like those in Norway, Canada, Belguim, 

Denmark and the Netherlands, should adopt the policy of all 

inclusiveness of women in all units or corps of the military. If 

adopted, both sexes will move the profession and the country to 

greater height. 

3. The military should thrive to live above board by jettisoning 

discriminatory policies so as to promote the ethnics of the military 

culture of esprit de corps, gentlemen’s officer and discipline. 

4. The Nigerian Government and the Military should honour and 

respect their veteran peace keepers and gallant female officers who 

put their lives on the line to save others. By so doing, their morale 

will be boasted to make more sacrifices to the military and Nigeria 

at large.  
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